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Quite good. Decent sounds. Loved the EPB and Class 73. Realistic camshaft and EP brake simulation. However, the whistle
control for the class 09 is wrong. The switch in game is actually the isolation valve yet the whistle is actually activated by a push
button. Also, there is no 2 tone horn for the 4-CIG as mentioned in the description and it is weird to see that the buzzer is
controlled with the "b" not "c" key.. A perfect addition for routes that have third rail electrification and the scenarios that came
with this pack are good. The Class 421 "CIG" unit doesn't have a passenger view whereas the Class 416 does. The pack hasn't
given me the "wow" factor but it is good enough to make your own scenarios.. An essential add on if your thing is Southern
Region British Rail, I find the GUVs particularly useful. The emus drive well as do the class 33 ond 09 locos. This pack also
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features my favourite non Western loco the class 73 electro-diesel. If you're not a BR Southern fan then this pack probably isn't
for you.. Very very nice pack except the CIG is erroneous for the Chatham Main Line as only CEPs with or without MLV's
worked to the coast from Victoria and the only time you would have seen a CIG is if it was passing over head at Penge East..
This is absolutely rubbish. I've tried enough to know: 4VEP 1) Call guard has a horrible sound - same as the high horn actually
2) Speedometer is really really bad 3) None of the buttons work in the cab 4) No such thing as headlights apparently 5) No
passenger view There's one positive - the brush motors. I was using this for just a minute when I've ahd enough. Lucky enough I
bought it in a twin pack. DO NOT BUY.. I purchase these loco yesterday, now when I choose class 73 to drive it in Quick drive
the game crash and close it and start again.this happen 2 time and I stop play with it. But I recomnd this DLC .I like it.. First of
all, excellent value - 5 trains for $13. Less then $3 each. Trains are excellently modelled, I like them a lot, and the only questions
I have are: 1. Why the 33 has the driver in the rear cab? You can change that by flipping the loco around but then you have to
drive in reverse. Perhaps they will fix it. Unless its how 33s were driven, lol. 2. The 73 only runs Quick Drive on 3rd rail lines.. I
have quite a lot of rail products. Have run these trains today. found no problems. They all run well.Yes there is no headlights.
Yes No passenger view. But very good value for money. Recommend them. Do read the manual. for the Class 73. you can find
it. In the Manual folder, under BR Blue Diesel Electric Pack Manual. Hope this was helpfull.
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